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My hometown – Surgut
Cities with the light on the fate on the banks of the Ob no, many of them have already appeared in
the oil era. Surgut - one of those unique cities
that were born out of love of man to this place.
Let's go on a trip to this city, look deep into its
history, reflect on this, try to guess the misty
future.

History of the City
The Foundation

Surgut is one of the oldest Siberian cities. Based on the mandate of Tsar Fedor Ivanovich, this
February 19, 1594 voivod Prince Feodor Boryatinskomu and writing head Vladimir Onichkovu. The
city was founded near the castle of Prince Ostyak Bardak . Surgut was "founded by three people,"
The magistrates, a merchant and a hunter. Today, in the central street of the city there is a
monument to the founders of the city, which in addition to magistrates, a merchant and a Cossack,
there is a fourth figure - a priest - a fictional figure. Based on the record, "Ghazi Baradj Tarihi",
known only as a part of the "Djagfar Tarihi", the authenticity of which raises serious doubts as
researchers, and is mentioned in the sixth chapter on the basis of a certain strength Syurhot
Baytuganom, it is concluded that the Bulgars Surgut was founded six centuries earlier - in the 940970's, but the evidence of this was found.
In the XVII century, the city was a place of political exile, the uprising of Stepan Razin were sent
here .
Origin of name:
"... the whole area, which was built Russian city called Surgut. Where did the name come from? It is
known that the city was established near the settlement of Khanty tribe, and kept him without a
local name for the translation into Russian. From this we can assume that the word "Surgut" consists
of two words from the ancient language of Ugra "rubbish" and
"kut", which reached us in an altered form. Word "rubbish" is
translated as "filler floodplain of the river", the word "kut "in
Surgut dialect means" fish. "Therefore, in the compound word
"sorkut" could mean the whole concept associated with the
lifestyle of the people: the annual spring nomadic tribes of the
taiga rivers and hunting grounds to understand Obi."

Unfortunately, our little trip to my hometown
is coming to the end. I hope very much that I was
able to interest you in this wonderful place that
keeps many historical events and incidents. Surgut
- the pearl of Siberia, the oil capital. I love it and
am proud to be born in this city. Welcome to
Surgut!

